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FAST STRATEGIES IN WAITER-CLIENT GAMES ON Kn
DENNIS CLEMENS, PRANSHU GUPTA, FABIAN HAMANN, ALEXANDER HAUPT,
MIRJANA MIKALAČKI, AND YANNICK MOGGE
Abstract. Waiter-Client games are played on some hypergraph pX, Fq, where F denotes the
family of winning sets. For some bias b, during each round of the gameWaiter offers b`1 elements
of X to Client from which he claims one for himself and the rest go to Waiter. Proceeding like
this Waiter wins the game if she forces Client to claim all the elements of any winning set from
F . In this paper we study fast strategies for several Waiter-Client games played on the edge
set of the complete graph, i.e. X “ EpKnq, in which the winning sets are perfect matchings,
Hamilton cycles, pancyclic graphs, fixed spanning trees or factors of a given graph.
1. Introduction
1.1. Positional games. Positional games belong to the family of perfect information games
between two players, and they have become a field of intense studies throughout the last decades
(for an introductory overview see e.g. [18] [24]). Starting with the seminal papers by Hales and
Jewett [16] as well as Erdős and Selfridge [11], many beautiful results have been proven since
then. Some of these even provide intriguing connections between positional games and other
branches of combinatorics such as random graph theory (see e.g. [2], [4], [5], [14], [23], [25]),
extremal combinatorics and Ramsey theory (see e.g. [2], [16], [28]).
Related to the so-called strong games, among which Tic-Tac-Toe and Hex are probably the most
famous examples (see e.g. [2]), Maker-Breaker games were introduced in [11] and have since
become the most studied type of positional games. In a more general form, the latter are played
as follows. Given a hypergraph pX,Fq and a positive integer b, two players, Maker and Breaker,
alternate in turns. In each round Maker is allowed to claim (up to) one element from the board
X, which has not been claimed before in the game, while Breaker is allowed to claim (up to) b
such elements in each round. If, until the end of the game, Maker succeeds in fully claiming all
the elements of any winning set F P F , she wins the game. Otherwise, Breaker has claimed at
least one element of each of the winning sets, and is declared the winner of the game. No draw
is possible. Here, the integer b is called the bias of Breaker. In the case when b “ 1 holds, the
game is called unbiased, and in all other cases the game is called b-biased or biased for short.
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Note that it also makes sense to introduce a bias for Maker (see e.g. [9], [19]), but we will not
consider this case in the remainder of our paper.
Many natural games played on the edge set of a complete graph Kn (i.e. X “ EpKnq) are
easy wins for Maker in the unbiased setting. As an example, consider the perfect matching
game. Here, Maker aims at claiming all the edges of a perfect matching (of Kn), and it is a
rather easy exercise to see that Maker has a strategy to win this game, provided n is sufficiently
large. Having a simple winning strategy raises a few natural questions: What happens if we
give Breaker more power by increasing his bias b? – This then leads to the question of finding
the threshold bias around which a Maker’s win suddenly turns into a Breaker’s win (see e.g. [15],
[23]). What happens if we restrict Maker’s options by playing on a sparser board? – A typical
approach to this question is to play the game on the edges of a sparse random graph Gn,p, and to
ask, around which value of p a likely Maker’s win turns into a likely Breaker’s win (see e.g. [28],
[30]). Also, what can we say if we want Maker to win as fast as possible?
The last question is interesting in its own right, since an answer to it can be seen as a measure for
how powerful Maker is. But finding fast winning strategies is even more relevant as sometimes
winning strategies for more involved games can be given by splitting the game into several stages,
in which Maker first aims to create a simpler, or a nice behaving, structure as fast as possible,
so that afterwards she still has enough options to extend this structure into a full winning set
(for an example, see e.g. [23]). In our paper, we will focus on finding the fast winning strategies.
However, we will consider Waiter-Client games instead of Maker-Breaker games.
1.2. Waiter-Client games. Waiter-Client games and Client-Waiter games, formerly known as
Chooser-Picker games and Picker-Chooser games (see e.g. [2]), have received increasing attention
recently. Again, played on some hypergraph pX,Fq with some bias b, the players claim elements
from X and exactly one player aims for a winning set while the other one wants to prevent
that. This time, instead of claiming the elements of X alternately, the distribution of the board
elements is done by the following rule: In every round, Waiter picks b` 1 previously unclaimed
elements of the board and Client chooses exactly one of these elements to be claimed by him,
while all the other elements go to Waiter’s graph. In the Waiter-Client game, Waiter is said to
be the winner if she makes Client claim all the elements of any winning set from F . In this case
we say that Waiter forces Client to occupy a winning set. In the Client-Waiter game, Waiter
however is said to be the winner if she prevents Client from claiming all the elements of any
winning set until the end of the game. Otherwise, Client is declared the winner.
One may wonder whether there is some connection between the above games and Maker-Breaker
games in general. Beck [2] observed that for a few natural families of winning sets F Waiter
wins the Waiter-Client (or Client-Waiter) game more easily than Maker (or Breaker) wins the
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corresponding Maker-Breaker game. Later on, this was conjectured by Csernenszky, Mándity
and A. Pluhár [10].
Conjecture 1.1 (Conjecture 1 in [10]). Waiter wins a Waiter-Client (Client-Waiter) game on
pX,Fq if Maker (Breaker) as second player wins the corresponding Maker-Breaker game.
While the above conjecture has been disproved by Knox [21] recently, there is still a chance
that Beck’s intuition holds for many typical winning families F . A few examples of the games
supporting the conjecture are already given by M. Bednarska-Bzde¸ga in [3]. In our paper we
will provide a variety of examples in which Waiter in a Waiter-Client game wins at least as fast
as Maker does in the corresponding Maker-Breaker game. To make this more precise, let
τMBpF , bq and τWCpF , bq
denote the smallest integer t such that Maker or Waiter, respectively, has a strategy to win the
b-biased game with winning family F within t rounds.
Observe first that both values are bounded trivially from below by mF :“ mint|F | : F P Fu. In
case that Waiter (or Maker) can win in exactly this number of rounds, we will say that the game
is won perfectly fast, while we say that the game is won asymptotically fast when the number of
rounds is of size p1` op1qqmF .
Perfect matching game. As stated earlier, the perfect matching game is an easy win for
Maker in the unbiased Maker-Breaker game on EpKnq. To be more precise, let us denote with
PMn the family of all perfect matchings of Kn. Hefetz, Krivelevich, Stojaković and Szabó [17]
proved that τMBpPMn, 1q “ n2 `1 for every large enough even n, thus showing that the unbiased
perfect matching game is won asymptotically fast. In fact, at the moment when Maker wins the
game, her graph consists of a perfect matching and at most one wasted edge. We will show that
the same is true for the unbiased Waiter-Client game on Kn.
Theorem 1.2. For every large enough even integer n the following holds:
τWCpPMn, 1q “ n
2
` 1 .
Moreover, for the biased perfect matching game the fifth author and Stojaković [27] proved that
for b “ O ` n
lnn
˘
the perfect matching game is won asymptotically fast. Note that the bound on
b is best possible (in its order of magnitude), as for b ą p1` op1qq n
lnn
Breaker has a strategy for
isolating a vertex in Maker’s graph [7].
Theorem 1.3 (Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.5(i) in [27]). There exist constants δ, c, C ą 0 such
that for every large enough n and for every b ď δ n
lnn
the following holds.
n
2
` cb ď τMBpPMn, bq ď n
2
` Cb ln b .
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Note that in the above statement the second order term is determined up to a logarithmic factor.
For the Waiter-Client version of that game, we can get rid of this extra factor in the upper
bound while also allowing the bias to be linear in n.
Theorem 1.4. There exist constants δ, C ą 0 such that for every large enough even n and for
every b ď δn the following holds.
τWCpPMn, bq ď n
2
` Cb .
Hamiltonicity game. Another game which is easily won by Maker when played on the edges
of a complete graph Kn is the Hamiltonicity game. This time, let Hn denote the family of
all Hamilton cycles of Kn, and for a moment consider n to be sufficiently large. Already in
their early paper, Chvátal and Erdős [7] could show that Maker wins this game in at most 2n
rounds. This was later improved to τMBpHn, 1q ď n ` 2 by Hefetz, Krivelevich, Stojaković and
Szabó [17] through ad-hoc arguments coupled with the Pósa rotation technique [29]. Finally,
Hefetz and Stich [20] were fighting for the exact result and proved that τMBpHn, 1q “ n ` 1 by
providing a rather technical (13 pages long) proof involving multiple case distinctions. We will
show that Waiter can win the Waiter-Client version of the unbiased Hamiltonicity game in the
same number of rounds.
Theorem 1.5. For every large enough integer n the following holds:
τWCpHn, 1q “ n` 1 .
Considering the biased Hamiltonicity game, the following has been shown.
Theorem 1.6 (Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.5(ii) in [27]). There exist constants δ, c, C ą 0 such
that for every large enough n and for every b ď δ ` n
ln5 n
˘ 1
2 the following holds.
n` cb ď τMBpHn, bq ď n` Cb2 ln5 b .
For the Waiter-Client version of that game, we are able to show a better upper bound on the
number of rounds, while again allowing the bias to be of linear size.
Theorem 1.7. There exist constants δ, C ą 0 such that for every large enough n and for every
b ď δn the following holds.
τWCpHn, bq ď n ` Cb .
Pancyclicity game. Quite recently (in [4] and [14]) it was suggested to generalise the Hamil-
tonicity game even further by choosing the winning sets to be all the pancyclic subgraphs of Kn
– subgraphs containing the cycles of all possible lengths between 3 and n. Denote with PCn the
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family of all such subgraphs. Ferber, Krivelevich and Naves [14] proved that for b “ op?nq the
b-biased Maker-Breaker pancyclicity game on Kn is won by Maker, while it was already known
before that for b ě 2?n Breaker wins, since he can block all triangles [7]. In contrast to this
result, it was shown by Bednarska-Bzde¸ga, Hefetz, Krivelevich and Łuczak [4] that the threshold
bias in the corresponding Waiter-Client game is linear in n. Apart from that, not so much is
known for games with PCn being the family of winning sets. In particular, no tight results on
the number of rounds has been given before. In this paper we prove the following.
Theorem 1.8. In the unbiased Waiter-Client pancyclicity game the following holds:
τWCpPCn, 1q “ n` p1` op1qq log2 n.
Note that this means that Waiter wins almost perfectly fast, as every spanning pancyclic sub-
graph of Kn has at least n` p1´ op1qq log2 n edges [6]. Moreover, the second order term in the
above theorem will be made even more precise later on (see the remark at the end of Section 4).
Connectivity and fixed spanning trees. Another game easily won by Maker in its unbiased
version is the so-called connectivity game on Kn, introduced by Chvatál and Erdős [7] in which
Maker’s goal is to claim any spanning subgraph of Kn. Indeed, we already discussed that for
large enough n, Maker has a strategy to create a Hamilton cycle asymptotically fast. Moreover,
since there is no reason for Maker to close cycles in the connectivity game, there needs to be a
strategy which succeeds within n´ 1 rounds. In fact, following the result of Lehman [26] Maker
can win the game when Kn is replaced by any graph consisting of two edge-disjoint spanning
trees.
Due to the simplicity of the aforementioned game, Ferber, Hefetz and Krivelevich [13] introduced
a variant of the connectivity game in which Maker aims to occupy a copy of some given spanning
tree T . Obviously, in order to have a winning strategy for Maker, we cannot choose T arbitrarily
now as Breaker can block large stars. Thus, it is natural to put some degree constraints on the
desired tree T . Let FT denote the family of all copies of T in Kn. The following result has been
proven first.
Theorem 1.9 (Theorem 1.1 in [13]). Let ε ą 0. Then for every large enough integer n the
following holds. Let T be any spanning tree on n vertices, with maximum degree ∆pT q ď n0.05´ε,
and let b ď n0.005´ε be any positive integer. Then
τMBpFT , bq “ n` opnq .
Thus, even when the maximum degree and Breaker’s bias are increasing with n, Maker has a
strategy to win the fixed spanning tree game asymptotically fast. Naturally, one may wonder
whether the error term in the above theorem can be improved when we put stronger constraints
on ∆pT q and b. This was answered in [8] as follows.
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Theorem 1.10 (Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.4 in [8]). Let ∆ be a positive integer, then for
every large enough integer n the following holds. For every spanning tree T on n vertices with
maximum degree ∆pT q ď ∆, we have
n ´ 1 ď τMBpFT , 1q ď n` 1 .
Moreover, if T is a tree chosen uniformly at random among all labeled trees on n vertices (not
necessarily having a constant bound on the maximum degree), then with high probability
τMBpFT , 1q “ n ´ 1 .
That is, for most choices of T , Maker wins the tree embedding game perfectly fast.
In our paper we will show that in the unbiased Waiter-Client game, Waiter has a fast winning
strategy in the game pEpKnq,FT q which creates at most one wasted edge. Moreover, in contrast
to the above theorems we may also allow the maximum degree to grow much faster with n.
Theorem 1.11. There exists a constant ε ą 0 such that the following holds for every large
enough integer n. Let T be spanning tree of Kn with ∆pT q ď ε
?
n, then
n ´ 1 ď τWCpFT , 1q ď n.
Moreover, the lower and the upper bounds are tight, surprisingly also for ∆pT q ď 3.
H-factor game. Using our methods from the fixed spanning tree game, we are also able to
describe fast winning strategies for games in which Waiter aims to create a factor of a fixed
constant size tree. Note that the same kind of question was studied in the Maker-Breaker
setting, but only in the case when the fixed tree is either a path or a star [9].
More precisely, for a fixed graph H and an integer n satisfying vpHq|n, an H-factor of Kn is
defined to be the vertex disjoint union of copies of H covering all vertices of Kn. Let Fn,H´fac
be the family of all such subgraphs. We prove the following result:
Theorem 1.12. Let k ě 2 be a positive integer and let T be any fixed tree on k vertices. Provided
that n is a large enough integer with k|n, the following holds:
k ´ 1
k
n ď τWCpFn,T´fac, 1q ď k ´ 1
k
n` 1.
Moreover, the lower and the upper bound are tight.
Observe that in all the games considered so far, Waiter can always win at least asymptotically
fast. We finish the paper by giving an example where this is not the case and challenge the reader
to improve our bounds. We consider the triangle factor game, whose Maker-Breaker version has
been discussed in [1] and [13].
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Theorem 1.13. For every large enough integer n such that 3|n the following holds:
13
12
n ď τWCpFn,K3´fac, 1q ď
7
6
n` opnq.
We note that the above game again provides an example where Waiter can win (asymptotically)
at least as fast as Maker in the corresponding Maker-Breaker version. Indeed, as was observed
by Szabó (a proof is contained in [13]), Maker cannot win the unbiased triangle factor game on
Kn within less than
7
6
n rounds.
Organisation of the paper. In Section 2 and Section 3 we focus on Theorem 1.2 and The-
orem 1.5, proving slightly stronger statements so that we can use those as tools for the proofs
in later sections. In Section 4 we prove Theorem 1.8, in Section 5 we show Theorem 1.11 and
Theorem 1.12, in Section 6 we continue with the proof of Theorem 1.13, and in Section 7 we
prove Theorem 1.4 as well as Theorem 1.7. Whenever we use results or methods from other
papers, we will introduce the necessary concepts in the relevant sections. Finally, we finish the
paper with a few concluding remarks and open problems in Section 8.
Notation. The graph-theoretic notation that we use is standard and closely follows the notation
from [31]. We write rns :“ tk P N : 1 ď k ď nu for every positive integer n.
Given any graph G, we let V pGq and EpGq denote the vertex set and the edge set of G, respec-
tively, and set vpGq “ |V pGq| and epGq “ |EpGq|. If tv, wu P EpGq is an edge, we denote it
with vw for short, and we call w a neighbour of v. We set NGpvq “ tw P V pGq : vw P EpGqu
to be the neighbourhood of v in G and call dGpvq “ |NGpvq| the degree of v in G. More-
over, ∆pGq “ maxvPV pGq dGpvq denotes the maximum degree of G and δpGq “ minvPV pGq dGpvq
denotes the minimum degree of G. Given any two subsets A,B Ă V pGq and any vertex
v P V pGq we write NGpv, Aq “ NGpvq X A, dGpv, Aq “ |NGpv, Aq|, NGpAq :“
Ť
vPANGpvq,
EGpAq :“ tvw P EpGq : v, w P Au, eGpAq :“ |EGpAq|, EGpA,Bq :“ tvw P EpGq : v P A,w P Bu
and eGpA,Bq “ |EGpA,Bq|.
For any two graphs H and G we write H Ă G if both V pHq Ă V pGq and EpHq Ă EpGq hold,
and call H a subgraph of G in this case. We also set GzH “ pV pGq, EpGqzEpHqq in this case.
Given any A Ă V pGq, we call GrAs “ pA,EGpAqq the subgraph of G induced by A.
Two graphs H and G are called isomorphic, denoted with H – G, if there exists a bijection
f : V pHq Ñ V pGq such that vw is an edge of H if and only if fpvqfpwq is an edge of G. If the
latter is the case, we also say that H forms a copy of G.
If we represent a path P by a sequence pv1, v2, . . . , vkq, this means that V pP q “ tv1, v2, . . . , vku
and EpP q “ tvivi`1 : 1 ď i ď k ´ 1u hold. Similarly, if a cycle C is represented by a
sequence pv1, v2, . . . , vkq, we mean that V pCq “ tv1, v2, . . . , vku and EpCq “ tvivi`1 : 1 ď i ď
k ´ 1u Y tvkv1u. The length of both a path and a cycle is always the number of its edges.
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Assume that some Waiter-Client game is in progress. We let W and C denote the graphs
consisting of Waiter’s edges and Client’s edges, respectively. Any edge belonging to C YW is
said to be claimed, while all the other edges in play are called free.
2. Unbiased perfect matching game
In the section we will prove Theorem 1.2 by showing a slightly stronger statement which will
also be applied later in the discussion of the tree embedding game (Section 5).
Theorem 2.1. For large enough n, the following holds: Let H Ă Kn,n be any subgraph with
epHq ď n
2
. Then, in the unbiased Waiter-Client game on Kn,nzH, Waiter has a strategy to force
a perfect matching of Kn,n within n` 1 rounds.
Proof. Let V “ A Y B be the bipartition of Kn,n. Throughout the game, we denote with R
the set of vertices which are isolated in Client’s graph. For n ´ 4 rounds (Stage I), Waiter’s
strategy will be to force a large matching in Client’s graph greedily, while making sure that
eWYHpRq decreases with every round as long as this value is still positive. Within 5 further
rounds (Stage II), Waiter will then complete this matching to a perfect matching.
If at any point during the game, Waiter is unable to follow her strategy, she forfeits the game.
(We will later see that this does not happen.) The set R is dynamically updated after every
turn. Waiter’s strategy consists of the following two stages:
Stage I: This stage lasts n´4 rounds, in which Waiter forces a matching of size n´4 in Client’s
graph between A and B. Each round is played as follows: Let u P AXR be an arbitrary vertex
maximizing dWYHpu,BXRq. Then Waiter offers two free edges ub1, ub2 with b1, b2 P BXR. By
symmetry, assume that Client claims ub1. Then, vertices u and b1 are removed from R.
Stage II: When Waiter enters Stage II, Client’s graph is a matching M 1 of size n ´ 4. Let
S “ AzV pM 1q and T “ BzV pM 1q at this point. Within 5 rounds, Waiter forces a matching of
size 4 between S and T . The details are given later in the strategy discussion.
It is evident that, if Waiter can follow this strategy without forfeiting the game, she creates a
perfect matching of Kn,nzH in Client’s graph within n` 1 rounds. It thus remains to check that
she does not forfeit the game.
Strategy Discussion:
Stage I: By induction on the number of rounds it follows that Waiter can follow the strategy
of Stage I while she additionally maintains that
eWYHpRq ď max
"
0,
|R| ´ n
2
*
. (2.1)
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Indeed, the above inequality holds at the beginning of the game, since at that point |R| “ 2n
and epH YW q ď n
2
. Now consider any round r in Stage I, and assume that Waiter so far could
follow the strategy and maintain Inequality 2.1. According to the strategy, she then picks a
vertex u P AXR such that dWYHpu,BXRq is maximal. By induction we have that the number
of vertices b P B XR with ub being free is at least
|B XR| ´ dWYHpu,B XRq ě |R|
2
´max
"
0,
|R| ´ n
2
*
“ min
" |R|
2
,
n
2
*
ě 2 .
Hence, there exist at least two vertices b1, b2 P B X R as required and Waiter can follow her
strategy. Moreover, if eWYHpRq “ 0 was true at the beginning of round r, then the same still
holds after the update of round r, since u gets removed from R. Otherwise, u was chosen with
dWYHpu,B X Rq ě 1 and, after the update, |R| decrases by 2 while eWYHpRq decreases by at
least dWYHpu,B XRq ě 1. In any case, Inequality 2.1 holds again.
Stage II:When Waiter enters Stage II, Client’s graph is a matching M 1 of size n´4. Moreover,
using Inequality 2.1 from the end of Stage I, we deduce that eWYHpS, T q “ 0 needs to hold at that
point. Waiter now forces a perfect matching between S “ ts1, s2, s3, s4u and T “ tt1, t2, t3, t4u
as follows: In the first two rounds, she offers all the edges s1ti with i P r4s. W.l.o.g. we may
assume that Client chooses s1t1 and s1t2. Then, in the third round, Waiter offers s2t3 and s2t4,
from which Client w.l.o.g. chooses s2t3. Afterwards, Waiter offers the edges s3t4 and s4t4, from
which Client w.l.o.g. chooses s3t4. Finally, Waiter offers s4t1 and s4t2, and no matter which edge
Client takes, a perfect matching is now finished. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. If Waiter would want to win the unbiased perfect matching game on Kn
within n
2
rounds, she would need a matching M of size n
2
´ 1 after n
2
´ 1 rounds. However, since
there is only one possible edge to extend M to a perfect matching, but Waiter needs to offer two
edges, Client can easily prevent the perfect matching in round n
2
. Hence, τWCpPMn, 1q ě n2 ` 1
follows. For equality we just apply Theorem 2.1 with H “ ∅ and let Waiter solely play on a
subgraph of Kn isomorphic to Kn
2
,n
2
. l
3. Unbiased Hamiltonicity game
In the section we will prove Theorem 1.5 by showing a slightly stronger statement which will also
be applied later in the discussions of the pancyclicity game (Section 4) and the tree embedding
game (Section 5).
Theorem 3.1. For large enough n, in the unbiased Waiter-Client game on Kn, Waiter has a
strategy to force a Hamilton cycle H within n` 1 rounds such that the following properties hold
immediately after H is created:
(1) @v P V pKnq : dW pvq ă 10.
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(2) Let eC1 be the first edge Client claims in the game, then e
C
1 P EpHq.
(3) There exists a path P Ă C of length 1
5
n s.t. EW pV pP qq “ H.
Proof. At the beginning of the game, let Waiter fix an arbitrary subset A1 Ă V of size 4.
Waiter’s strategy will be as follows: At first she forces four vertex disjoint paths Pi (with i P r4s)
in Client’s graph, each having an endpoint in A1, such that these paths cover the whole vertex
set V “ V pKnq. Afterwards, she makes Client connect the mentioned paths to a Hamilton cycle
such that the prescribed properties are satisfied.
Let A1 “ tai : i P r4su and initially, for every i P r4s, let Pi be the path consisting only of the
vertex ai. Waiter will force Client to extend the path Pi for every i P r4s, such that ai remains
one of its endpoints, until the union of these four paths covers V . At any point of the game, we
let P denote the collection of these four paths. We set V pPq “ ŤiPr4s V pPiq and R “ V zV pPq.
Moreover, we always denote with a1i the other endpoint of Pi different from ai (except when
vpPiq “ 1 where we set a1i “ ai), and we set A2 “ ta1i : i P r4su. During most of the game,
Waiter’s strategy is to consider the paths in pairs. She takes two turns to extend either P1 and
P2 or P3 and P4 and does so alternately. In order to keep our notation short, we define π to be
the permutation on r4s with cycles p1 2q and p3 4q, and we sometimes denote P4 with P0 when
we consider indices modulo 4.
In the following, we will present a strategy for Waiter and then prove that this strategy allows
her to force a Hamilton cycle within n ` 1 rounds such that all the prescribed properties are
ensured. If at any point during the game, she is unable to follow her strategy, she forfeits the
game. (We will later see that this does not happen.) The sets A1, A2, C,W,R and P are updated
at the end of every turn. Waiter’s strategy consists of the following three stages:
Stage I: This stage lasts exactly n´ 4 rounds. During this stage Waiter extends the four paths
Pi until R “ H. She does this by alternating between two types of moves:
Type A: Let this be the ith round, and x P R be a vertex maximizing dW px, V pPqq
(breaking ties arbitrarily). Then Waiter offers the edges xa1i and xa
1
i`1 (with indices
taken mod 4). After Client has chosen one of these edges and thus extended one of the
paths Pi or Pi`1 (indices taken mod 4), the sets A2, C,W,R and P are updated in the
obvious way.
Type B: Let this be the ith round, and let x, y P R be picked arbitrarily. Moreover, let
Pt be the path which was extended in the previous round. Then Waiter offers the edges
xa1πptq and ya
1
πptq. After Client has chosen one of these edges and thus extended the path
Pπptq, the sets A2, C,W,R and P are updated in the obvious way.
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As long as |R| ě 2 holds, Waiter alternates between these two types of moves, with Type A
being considered in odd rounds and Type B being considered in even rounds. Once |R| “ 1
holds, Waiter plays one more round according to Type A. Afterwards, she proceeds with Stage
II.
Stage II: This stage lasts exactly 2 rounds, in which Waiter forces Client to connect the paths
from P. As long as |P| ą 2, Waiter connects two paths in Client’s graph as follows: She fixes a
vertex v P A2 such that dW pv, A2q is maximal and offers vx, vy where x, y P A1 are picked such
that they do not belong to the same path as v. W.l.o.g. assume that Client claims vx and thus
connects two paths Pj1, Pj2 P P. Then update A1 and A2 by removing v and x respectively, and
update P by removing Pj1 and Pj2, while adding the path induced by EpPj1q Y EpPj2q Y tvxu.
Once |P| “ 2 holds, Waiter proceeds with Stage III.
Stage III: Within 3 rounds Waiter forces a Hamilton cycle as desired. The details of how she
can do this can be found in the strategy discussion.
It is evident that, if Waiter can follow the strategy without forfeiting the game, she creates a
Hamilton cycle H within n ` 1 rounds. It thus remains to check that she does not forfeit the
game and that H fulfills the properties (1) – (3) from Theorem 3.1.
Strategy discussion:
Stage I: At any point of the game we call a vertex v P R bad if dW pv, V pPqq ě 1 holds. We
observe first that there will never be more than one such vertex which at the same time helps
Waiter to follow the strategy of Stage I.
Observation 3.2. For every i ď n´ 4, Waiter can follow the ith move of the proposed strategy.
Moreover, the following holds for every i ď n´ 5:
(a) if i is odd, then eW pA2q “ 1 and no bad vertex exists at the end of round i. Moreover,
the unique edge in EW pA2q connects endpoints of Pi and Pi`1 (indices taken mod 4).
(b) if i is even, then eW pA2q “ 0 and there is exactly one bad vertex z at the end of round i.
Moreover it holds that dW pz, V pPqq “ dW pz, V pPi´1qYV pPiqq “ 1 (indices taken mod 4).
Moreover, (c) eW pA2q ď 2 at the end of round i “ n´ 4.
Proof. The statement follows by induction on i. Waiter can obviously follow the strategy for
round 1, where she offers two edges according to Type A. The edge claimed by Client extends
P1 or P2. After the update, the other edge belongs to EW pA2q and connects the endpoints of P1
and P2, making sure that statement (a) holds for i “ 1. Let i ą 1 then.
Consider first the case when i ď n ´ 5 is even, and observe that |R| ě 2 before round i. In
round i´1 Waiter played according to Type A and extended a path Pt with t ” i´1 or i (mod 4).
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By induction, there was no bad vertex at the end of round i´ 1, but there was exactly one edge
eW in EW pA2q, and eW connected endpoints of Pi´1 and Pi (indices taken mod 4). Now, in
round i Waiter wants to play according to Type B and needs to offer two edges xa1πptq and ya
1
πptq
with x, y P R. She can do this since |R| ě 2 and x, y cannot be bad. The edge claimed by Client
extends Pπptq. By this, e
W is removed from EW pA2q after the update, leading to eW pA2q “ 0.
The other edge goes to Waiter’s graph and creates exactly one bad vertex z P tx, yu. Since i
is even and thus πptq ” i or i ´ 1 (mod 4), it follows that dW pz, V pPqq “ dW pz, V pPπptqqq “
dW pz, V pPi´1q Y V pPiqq “ 1 (indices taken mod 4).
Consider next the case when i ď n´5 is odd. By induction we know that eW pA2q “ 0 and there
was exactly one bad vertex z at the end of round i ´ 1, but dW pz, V pPqq “ dW pz, V pPi´2q Y
V pPi´1qq “ 1 (indices taken mod 4). Now, in round i, Waiter wants to play according to Type A.
She picks a vertex x P R maximizing dW px, V pPqq, hence setting x “ z by the uniqueness of the
bad vertex. She needs to offer the edges xa1i and xa
1
i`1, which she can do since dW px, V pPiq Y
V pPi`1qq “ 0 (indices taken mod 4). The edge claimed by Client extends a path in P by the
vertex x, so that x is removed from R and there does not exist a bad vertex anymore. After the
update of P in round i, the edge which goes to Waiter’s graph connects the endpoints of Pi and
Pi`1 (indices taken mod 4) belonging to A2, such that eW pA2q “ 1 as claimed.
Finally, consider the case when i “ n ´ 4. Then, Waiter can follow the strategy for round i
analogously to the case when i ď n ´ 5 is odd. By induction, using (a) or (b), it holds that
eW pA2 YRq “ 1 at the end of round i´ 1. Since, during round i, the last vertex of R is moved
to A2 and since Waiter receives only one new edge, it is immediately clear that eW pA2q ď 2
afterwards. 
Stage II:When Waiter enters Stage II, Client’s graph is the disjoint union of four vertex disjoint
paths covering V , with each path being of length roughly n
4
, since the pairs pP1, P2q and pP3, P4q
were extended alternately during Stage I. Before we show that Waiter can follow Stage II of the
proposed strategy, let us first observe how Waiter’s edges are distributed at the end of Stage I.
Observation 3.3. Right at the moment when Waiter enters Stage II, the following holds:
(a) EW pA1q Y EW pA1, A2q “ ∅ and eW pA2q ď 2,
(b) dW pvq ď 4 for every v P V ,
(c) EW pV pPiqq “ ∅ for every i P r4s.
Proof. For (a) notice that only in the first four rounds of Stage I Waiter offers edges incident
to A1, and none of these edges is contained in A1. All the other endpoints of these edges are
part of V pPq at the end of the 5th round, since by property (a) of Observation 3.2, there do not
exist bad vertices at that moment. But now, since all paths get extended further in Stage I by
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attaching edges to the vertices in A2 and making appropriate updates, none of the mentioned
endpoints belongs to A2 later on. It thus follows that EW pA1, A1YA2q “ ∅ at the end of Stage I.
The inequality eW pA2q ď 2 is already given by property (c) in Observation 3.2.
For (b) observe that in Stage I, immediately after a vertex v is added to some path Pi P P, it
holds that dW pv, V pPqq ď 1 if v was not bad before, or dW pv, V pPqq ď 2 if v was bad before.
This degree may increase further by at most 2, when the pair of paths pPi, Pπpiqq is considered
for a further extension by a sequence of turns of Type A and Type B. But then, according to
the strategy, both paths get extended, which ensures that from now on v is not an endpoint
anymore and Waiter does not offer any further edges at v throughout Stage I.
For (c), let eW be any edge claimed by Waiter in Stage I. If this edge was offered by Type A,
then after the corresponding round i, the edge eW belongs to EW pV pPiq, V pPi`1qq (indices taken
mod 4). Otherwise, if eW was offered by Type B, then after the corresponding round i, eW
connects the unique bad vertex z with the endpoint of one of the paths Pi´1 or Pi. In the next
round, playing according to Type A, Waiter makes sure that z is added to one of the paths Pi`1
or Pi`2, leading to e
W P EW pV pPrq, V pPsqq with r ‰ s. 
Now, having Observation 3.3 in hand, one can easily see that Waiter can follow Stage II of her
strategy without forfeiting the game. Indeed, by property (a) from the observation, we know
that all edges between A1 and A1YA2 are free. Hence, she can offer edges vx and vy as required
by her strategy. Moreover, we have eW pA2q ď 2 at the beginning of Stage II. Since in Stage II
Waiter always picks v P A2 such that dW pv, A2q is maximized and since v is removed from A2
after the update, it follows that eW pA1 Y A2q “ 0 must hold at the end of Stage II.
Stage III: When Waiter enters Stage III, P consists of two paths, say P1 and P2, such that all
the four edges between their endpoints are still free. Moreover, it holds that dW pvq ď 6 for every
v P V , since these degrees were bounded by 4 at the end of Stage I and since Stage II took only
2 rounds.
Now, in Stage III, the first step for Waiter is to force a Hamilton path in Client’s graph. To do
so, she arbitrarily chooses an endpoint v of P1 and offers the edges vx, vy with x, y being the
endpoints of P2. Let P “ pv1, v2, . . . , vnq be the Hamilton path that is created in Client’s graph
by this first move. Then by the conditions from the beginning of Stage III we know that v1vn is
still unclaimed.
Now, by using Pósa rotations [29], Waiter forces a Hamilton cycle in Client’s graph. For her
second move in Stage III Waiter then picks two vertices vi and vj with i, j R t1, nu such that
they are not neighbours of each other, and such that eC1 R tvivi`1, vjvj`1, u where eC1 denotes the
edge claimed by Client in round 1, and such that the edges v1vi`1, v1vj`1, vivn, vjvn are still free.
Such vertices must exist since Waiter’s degree of all vertices is bounded by 7 at this moment.
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She offers vivn and vjvn to Client, who w.l.o.g. claims vivn. In the last round Waiter then offers
v1vi`1 and v1vn, and no matter which edge Client chooses, that edge closes a Hamilton cycle H .
Hence, in order to finish our argument, it remains to prove that the properties of Theorem 3.1
hold.
Property (1) holds since for every v P V we had dW pvq ď 6 at the beginning of Stage III, while
Stage III lasted exactly 3 rounds. Property (2) holds because Client’s only edge which is not
part of H is either vivi`1 or vivn, depending on which edge Client claimed in the last round,
and vi was chosen in such a way that both edges differ from e
C
1 . For Property (3) recall that,
during Stage I, among the paths P1, . . . , P4 there were no interior Waiter’s edges, according to
Observation 3.3, and each of these paths reached a length longer than 1
5
n. Also, when Waiter
connects these paths during Stage II and Stage III no such interior edges are created, as Waiter
only offers edges between endpoints. Moreover, when we remove the unique Client’s edge which
does not belong to H , at most one of these paths from Stage I can get destroyed, and hence
there must remain at least three paths supporting Property (3). 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. If Waiter would want to win the unbiased Hamiltonicity game on Kn
within n rounds, she would need a Hamilton path of length n´ 1 after n´ 1 rounds. However,
since there is only one possible edge to extend this to a Hamilton cycle and Waiter needs to offer
two edges, Client can easily prevent the Hamilton cycle in round n. Hence, τWCpHn, 1q ě n` 1
follows. For equality we just apply Theorem 3.1. l
4. Unbiased Pancyclicity game
Proof of Theorem 1.8. Set gpnq “ rlogpkq2 pnqs and fpnq “ gpnq ` 100 for any positive integer k.
In the following we will describe a strategy for Waiter in the unbiased Waiter-Client game on Kn,
and afterwards we will show that it is a strategy with which Waiter forces a pancyclic spanning
subgraph of Kn within at most n` log2pnq `Opmaxtfpnq, kuq rounds. Whenever Waiter is not
able to follow the proposed strategy, she forfeits the game. (We will show later that this does
not happen.) The strategy is split into the following five stages:
Stage I: Within at most n` 1 rounds, Waiter forces a Hamilton cycle H “ pv1, v2, . . . , vnq such
that the following holds right at the moment when the Hamilton cycle is completed:
(H 1) dW pvq ă 10 for every v P V pKnq,
(H 2) for every 1 ď j1, j2 ď n10 with |j1 ´ j2| ě 2 it holds that vj1vj2 R W Y C.
The details can be found in the strategy discussion. Afterwards, Waiter proceeds with Stage II.
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Stage II: This stage lasts two rounds. At first, Waiter offers the edges vivfpnq`i with i P r2s.
Among these edges, Client needs to claim one; denote it with w1wfpnq`1, and afterwards let
wi “
$&
%vi if w1 “ v1vi`1 if w1 “ v2
for every i P rns (with vn`1 :“ v1). In the second round, Waiter offers two free edges between
wfpnq`1 and twn´60, . . . , wn´50u, among which Client needs to choose one. Afterwards, Waiter
proceeds with Stage III.
Stage III: This stage lasts fpnq ´ 2 rounds. In the ith round of Stage III, Waiter offers the
edges w1wi`2 and wfpnq´iwfpnq`1, among which Client always needs to claim one. Once all the
fpnq ´ 2 rounds of Stage III are played, Waiter proceeds with Stage IV.
Stage IV: This stage lasts at most rlog2pnqs rounds. Waiter makes sure that at the end of the
ith round of Stage IV, there exist vertices wt0 , wt1, . . . , wti such that the following holds:
(W 1) fpnq ` 1 “ t0 ă t1 ă . . . ă ti ď n,
(W 2) wtj´1wtj P C for every j P ris,
(W 3) mint2ti´1 ´ 2i, nu ´ 20 ď ti ď mint2ti´1 ´ 2i, nu.
In order to do so, in the ith roundWaiter offers two free edges of the form wti´1wj with mint2ti´1´
2i, nu ´ 20 ď j ď mint2ti´1 ´ 2i, nu. For the edge wti´1wj chosen by Client, Waiter then sets
ti :“ j. Once there is a round s such that n ´ 20 ď ts ď n holds, Waiter stops with Stage IV
and proceeds with Stage V.
Stage V: This stage lasts at most k ´ 1 rounds. For her ith move, Waiter aims to make Client
claim an edge w1wℓ with 2 log
piq
2 pnq ď tj ď ℓ ď tj ` 20 ď 10 logpiq2 pnq for some j ď s. In case
Client does not already possess such an edge, Waiter just offers two free edges of the mentioned
kind. Otherwise, Waiter just skips that move and proceeds to her next move.
In the following discussion, we need to check two properties for the given strategy: (1) Waiter
can always follow the proposed strategy without forfeiting the game, and (2) when Stage V is
over, Client’s graph is pancyclic. Just note that then a pancyclic graph will be forced within at
most
n` log2pnq ` fpnq ` k “ n` p1` op1qq log2pnq
rounds, according to the bounds on the number of rounds given in the descriptions of the stages.
Strategy discussion:
(1) – Following the strategy: Waiter can follow Stage I because of Theorem 3.1. According to
that theorem, Waiter can force a Hamilton cycle H within n`1 rounds such that Property (H 1)
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holds immediately after H is created. Moreover, she can make sure that right at this moment
there is a path P Ă H of length n
5
such that EW pV pP qq “ ∅ holds. Split P into two subpaths
Q1 and Q2 of length
n
10
each. Since epCzHq “ 1 holds at the end of round n` 1, we know that
there must be some i P r2s with ECpV pQiqqzEpQiq “ ∅. Labelling the vertices of H in such a
way that V pQiq “ tv1, . . . , v n
10
u holds, we obtain Property (H 2).
Afterwards, in Stage II and in Stage III, Waiter needs to offer several edges contained in Eptvi :
i ď fpnq ` 2uqzEpHq, which are still free by Property (H 2) and since fpnq ` 2 ă n
5
. She
also needs to offer two edges between wfpnq`1 and twn´60, . . . , wn´50u which is possible since
dW pwfpnq`1q ă 10 at the end of Stage I.
Next consider Stage IV and observe the following: if Waiter can follow this part of her strategy
and as long as ti ă n´ 20 holds, we have ti ě 2ti´1 ´ 2i´ 20 and t0 ě fpnq ą 100, leading to
ti ą 2i ` i2 ` 50 (4.1)
by a simple induction. Thus, Stage IV lasts at most rlog2pnqs rounds. For showing that Waiter
can follow each of these rounds, we proceed by induction on i: Let us consider the ith round of
Stage IV (when wt0 , . . . , wti´1 are already given, and (W 1)–(W 3) hold for i´ 1). At the end of
Stage I we had dW pwti´1q ă 10 and, since Stage II lasted two rounds, we have dW pwti´1q ă 12
at the end of Stage II. Since afterwards (in Stage III-IV) until the current round, each offered
edge was incident to some wℓ, ℓ ă ti´1 ă mint2ti´1 ´ 2i, nu ´ 20, there need to be at least two
free edges as required by the strategy description. Once Client has claimed one of these edges,
it is obvious that the Properties (W 1)–(W 3) hold again for i.
Finally, consider the ith round of Stage V for i P rk´1s. Since t0 “ fpnq`1, ts ě n´20 and since
tj`1 ă 2tj for all j ď s, it follows that there must be some j P rss with 2 logpiq2 pnq ď tj ď 5 logpiq2 pnq.
Having such tj fixed, it is enough to find two free edges w1wℓ with tj ď ℓ ď tj ` 20. This is
possible, because dW pw1q ă 10 at the end of Stage I and since in Stage II-IV no such edge was
offered.
(2) – Finding pancyclicity: Let H “ pw1, w2, . . . , wnq be the Hamilton cycle from Stage I. It is
the edge disjoint union of two paths P1 “ pw1, w2 . . . , wfpnq`1q and P2 “ pwfpnq`1, . . . , wn´1, wn, w1q
of lengths fpnq and n ´ fpnq, respectively. Both paths are closed to cycles in Client’s graph
by the edge w1wfpnq`1 which was claimed in Stage II. We next observe that after Stage III the
following holds:
Observation 4.1. For every 0 ď t ď fpnq ´ 1 there is a path P t1 Ă C such that
(i) V pP t1q Ă V pP1q,
(ii) P t1 has length fpnq ´ t,
(iii) w1 and wfpnq`1 are the endpoints of P
t
1 .
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Proof. For t “ 0 and t “ fpnq ´ 1 we let P fpnq´11 consist of the edge w1wfpnq`1 and P 01 “
P1. For every 1 ď t ď fpnq ´ 2 Client claimed either w1wt`2 or wfpnq´twfpnq`1 in round t
of Stage III, and thus we can choose either P t1 “ pw1, wt`2, wt`3, . . . , wfpnq, wfpnq`1q or P t1 “
pw1, w2, . . . , wfpnq´t´1, wfpnq´t, wfpnq`1q. 
Let wfpnq`1wn´p be the edge claimed by Client in the second round of Stage II, and observe that
50 ď p ă fpnq. By closing the above paths P t1 into cycles, either using the edge w1wfpnq`1 or the
path pwfpnq`1, wn´p, wn´p`1, . . . , wn, w1q, we obtain cycles of all lengths between 3 ď ℓ ď fpnq`p.
Hence, it remains to find cycles of all the lengths larger than fpnq ` p ě fpnq ` 50. In order
to do so, we will fix 0 ď m ď k ´ 1 from now on and we will explain how we find cycles of
all lengths between log
pm`1q
2 pnq ` 50 and mint2 logpmq2 pnq, nu in Client’s graph. Running over
all possible m finishes the argument, as the interval r3, logpkq2 pnq ` 50s and all the intervals
rlogpm`1q2 pnq ` 50,mint2 logpmq2 pnq, nus with 0 ď m ď k ´ 1 cover all integers from 3 to n.
Having m fixed, set wkm “ wn if m “ 0 and otherwise let wkm be the vertex wℓ from the mth
move in Stage V. By Stage IV (in case m “ 0) or Stage V (in case m ‰ 0q there is some index
jm ď s such that km ´ 20 ď tjm ď km. Moreover, set ai :“ ti ´ ti´1 ´ 1 to be the number of
vertices between wti´1 and wti on P2, for every i ď s. Then, at the end of Stage V the following
holds:
Observation 4.2. For every subset S Ă rjms there is a path P S2 Ă C such that
(i) V pP S2 q Ă V pP2q,
(ii) P S2 has length km ´ fpnq ´
ř
iPS ai,
(iii) w1 and wfpnq`1 are the endpoints of P
S
2 .
Proof. If we extend the subpath pwfpnq`1, . . . , wkmq from P2 by Client’s edge wkmw1, we obtain a
path P 12 of length km ´ fpnq. By replacing any subpath pwti´1 , . . . , wtiq, where i ď jm, with the
edge wti´1wti which was claimed in Stage IV, the path P
1
s can be shortened by exactly ai edges.
As this can be done for any i P S, we can shorten P 12 to a path of length km ´ fpnq ´
ř
iPS ai.
This proves the observation. 
Now, by joining the path P t1 with the path P
S
2 , for any 0 ď t ď fpnq ´ 1 and any S Ă rjms, we
obtain a cycle of length km ´ pt `
ř
iPS aiq. We will see in the following that this will indeed
give us cycles of all lengths between log
pm`1q
2 pnq` 50 and mint2 logpmq2 pnq, nu. We start with the
following observation.
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Observation 4.3. Every integer in rfpnq´ 1`řiPrjms ais can be written in the form t`řiPS ai
with 0 ď t ď fpnq ´ 1 and S Ă rjms.
Proof. Inductively, one may show that for every 0 ď j ď jm
(S) every integer in rfpnq ´ 1 `řiPrjs ais can be written as a sum t `řiPS ai with 0 ď t ď
fpnq ´ 1 and S Ă rjs .
The beginning of the induction (j “ 0) should be obvious. So, let j ` 1 ą 0, and assume (S) to
be true for j. By (W 3), the definition of aj and since t0 “ fpnq ` 1, it follows that
aj`1 “ tj`1 ´ tj ´ 1 ď tj ´ 2pj ` 1q ď
ÿ
iPrjs
ai ` fpnq ´ 1 .
As, by induction, the integers up to the last sum can be written as t`řiPS ai with 0 ď t ď fpnq´1
and S Ă rjs, adding aj`1 to the latter creates all integers in
«
aj`1,
ÿ
iPrj`1s
ai ` fpnq ´ 1
ff
Ą
«ÿ
iPrjs
ai ` fpnq ´ 1,
ÿ
iPrj`1s
ai ` fpnq ´ 1
ff
.
Note that the last set contains all the remaining integers for completing the induction step. This
shows (S) for j ` 1 and finishes the proof of the observation. 
Finally, observe that fpnq ´ 1`řiPrjms ai “ tjm ´ jm ´ 2 and hence, by Observation 4.3 and by
the argument immediately after Observation 4.2, we see that we can find cycles of all lengths
between km´ptjm ´jm´2q and km. Now, note that km ě tjm ě km´20 by the choice of km, and
km ě mint2 logpmq2 pnq, nu since tjm ě 2 logpmq2 pnq by Stage V (in case when m ‰ 0). Moreover,
using that tjm ď 10 logpmq2 pnq and (4.1) hold, we get jm ď logpm`1q2 pnq ` 10. Hence, we obtain all
cycle lengths between log
pm`1q
2 pnq ` 50 ě km ´ ptjm ´ jm ´ 2q and mint2 logpmq2 pnq, nu ď km, as
desired. 
Remark: In the above argument, we need that the interval r3, logpkq2 pnq ` 50s and all the
intervals rlogpm`1q2 pnq ` 50,mint2 logpmq2 pnq, nus with 0 ď m ď k ´ 1 cover all integers from 3 to
n. Hence we only need to ensure that 2 log
pmq
2 pnq ě logpmq2 pnq ` 50 holds for all m ď k ´ 1, i.e.
log
pmq
2 pnq ě 50, which is given when logpk`2q2 pnq ě 2. Thus, if we choose Hpnq to be the smallest
integer t such that log
ptq
2 pnq ă 2 holds, then the above proof gives us that the game is won within
n` log2pnq `Hpnq `Op1q rounds. This is only an additive constant away from the best known
general upper bound on the minimal size of pancyclic graphs as mentioned in [6].
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5. Unbiased games involving trees
In this section we will prove Theorem 1.11. Based on ideas from [8] and [13], we will split the
given tree T into a subgraph T 1 and a nice behaving structure (large matching or long path).
In her strategy, Waiter will first force a copy of T 1 more or less greedily and without wasting
any move, while additionally caring about the distribution of her edges. Afterwards, Waiter will
force the appropriate nice behaving structure while wasting at most one round.
Let T be any tree. We denote by L “ LpT q the set of leaves of T and by NT pLq the set of
vertices which are in the neighbourhood of the leaves w.r.t. T . For every x P NT pLq let ℓpxq be
the number of leaves which are neighbours of x in T and define ∆pNT pLqq “ maxxPNT pLq ℓpxq.
We start with the following lemma, similar to Lemma 2.1 in [22], which states that each of the
trees T considered in Theorem 1.11 has a nice behaving structure as mentioned above: a large
matching where every edge is incident to a leaf or a long bare path, i.e. a path such that all the
inner vertices have degree 2 in T .
Lemma 5.1. For every µ P p0, 1{2q there exists ε ą 0 such that the following holds for every large
enough integer n: Let T be a tree on n vertices with ∆pNT pLqq ď ε
?
n, then either |NT pLq| ě
µ
?
n or T contains a bare path of length at least µ
?
n.
Proof. Set ε “ µ{3 and assume that |NT pLq| ă µ
?
n. We will show now that T needs to contain
a bare path of length at least µ
?
n. By our assumption, we obtain
|L| ď ∆pNT pLqq ¨ |NT pLq| ă εµn .
Now, let T 1 “ T ´ L then n1 :“ |V pT 1q| ě n´ µεn ą 2n
3
.
Let Si “ tv P V pT 1q | dT 1pvq “ iu and Sěi “ tv P V pT 1q | dT 1pvq ě iu for every i P rns, and
observe that S1 Ď NT pLq. Further, let P be the collection of maximal bare paths in T 1 and let
T˜ be the tree obtained from T 1 by contracting each path in P to an edge. Then
|P| “ epT˜ q “ vpT˜ q ´ 1 “ |S1| ` |Sě3| ´ 1.
Also, by the Handshake Lemma it holds that
2pn1 ´ 1q “ 2epT 1q ě |S1| ` 2|S2| ` 3|Sě3|
“ 2p|S1| ` |S2| ` |Sě3|q ` |Sě3| ´ |S1| “ 2n1 ` |Sě3| ´ |S1|,
leading to |Sě3| ă |S1| and hence
|P| ă |S1| ` |Sě3| ă 2|S1| ď 2|NT pLq| ă 2µ
?
n ď µ
?
6n1 .
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By the Pigeonhole Principle and since each vertex from S2 belongs to exactly one path in P,
there exists a bare path of length at least
|S2|
|P| “
n1 ´ |S1| ´ |Sě3|
|P| ě
n1 ´ µ?6n1
µ
?
6n1
ą µ?n
where last inequality uses that µ ă 1
2
, n1 ą 2
3
n and that n is large enough. 
Theorem 1.11 will follow from the next slightly stronger result which will be used later as well
for the study of the tree-factor game.
Theorem 5.2. There exists ε ą 0 such that the following holds for every large enough integer
n: Let T be a tree on n vertices and let v P V pT qzpLYNT pLqq be such that the following holds:
(1) dT pvq ď n3 and ,
(2) ∆pT ztvuq ď ε?n.
Moreover, let p P V pKnq. Then, in an unbiased Waiter-Client game on Kn, Waiter has a strategy
to force Client to claim a copy of T within n rounds such that
(a) in Client’s copy of T , the vertex p P V pKnq represents the vertex v P V pT q, and
(b) in each round of her strategy, Waiter offers either 2 edges or no edge incident to p.
Proof. Let µ “ 1
3
and choose ε ă µ
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according to Lemma 5.1. Then, given a tree T with the
properties from the theorem above, there exists a bare path of length at least µ
?
n in T (Case
A) or we have |NT pLq| ě µ
?
n (Case B). We provide a different strategy for Waiter for each
case.
In order to describe Waiter’s strategy, we use notation similar to that from [8] and [13]. Let
S Ď V pT q be an arbitrary set, then an S-partial embedding of T in G is an injective mapping
f : S Ñ V pGq such that fpxqfpyq is an edge in G whenever xy is an edge in T . Vertices in S are
called embedded vertices. Let any subgraph T 1 Ă T be given. Then a vertex v P fpSq is called
closed with respect to T 1 if all the neighbours of f´1pvq in T 1 are embedded as well. Otherwise
v is called open w.r.t. T 1. With OT 1 we denote the set of all vertices that are open w.r.t. T
1.
Moreover, the vertices of the set A :“ V pGqzfpSq are called available.
If at any point during the game, Waiter is unable to follow the strategy, she forfeits the game.
(We will see later that this does not happen.)
Case A – Long bare path. Consider first the case when T contains a bare path of length
at least µ
?
n. Let P be such a path of length µ
?
n, and denote its endpoints with u and w.
Let u1 and w1 be the neighbours of u and w in P respectively. T zP is a forest with two tree
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components, say T1 and T2. We let T
1 Ă T be the forest induced by EpT1qYEpT2qY tuu1, ww1u.
W.l.o.g. we may assume that both v and u belong to T1.
In broad terms, Waiter’s strategy is to first force a copy of T 1 (Stage I and II) and then to force
a copy of the bare path P (Stage III) in such a way that a copy of T is created within n rounds.
Throughout the game, she maintains a set S and an S-partial embedding f of T into Kn in
order to represent the subgraph of T which currently is isomorphic to Client’s graph. Initially,
set S “ tv, wu, fpvq “ p and fpwq “ q for arbitrary p, q P V pKnq. Waiter’s strategy is split into
the following stages:
Stage I: This stage lasts for dT pvq rounds in which Waiter closes the vertex v w.r.t. T . Each
round is played as follows:
First, Waiter fixes an arbitrary vertex t P NT pvqzS. Waiter then offers two edges pa1, pa2 such
that both edges are free and a1, a2 P A. By symmetry, assume that Client chooses the edge pa1.
Then Waiter updates A, S and f by removing a1 from A, adding t to S and setting fptq :“ a1.
Stage II: This stage lasts epT 1q ´ dT pvq rounds in which it is Waiter’s goal to create a V pT 1q-
partial embedding. For each round, she plays as follows:
If S “ V pT 1q holds, Waiter proceeds to Stage III. Otherwise, fix an arbitrary vertex x P
fpSztu1, w1uq X OT and let t “ f´1pxq. Since x is open, there exists a vertex z P pV pT1q Y
V pT2q Y tu1, w1uqzS such that tz P EpT 1q. Waiter then offers two free edges a1x and a2x such
that a1, a2 P A. By symmetry, we may assume that Client chooses a1x. Then Waiter updates A,
S and f by removing a1 from A, adding z to S and setting fpzq :“ a1. Afterwards, she repeats
Stage II.
Stage III: When Waiter enters Stage III, Client’s graph is a copy of the subgraph T 1. Within
n´epT 1q rounds, Waiter now forces a Hamilton path on V pKnqzfpV pT1qYV pT2qq with endpoints
fpu1q and fpw1q. The details of how Waiter can do this are given later in the strategy discussion.
Strategy Discussion: It is obvious that if Waiter can follow the given strategy without forfeit-
ing the game, she forces a copy of T within at most dT pvq ` pepT 1q ´ dT pvqq ` pn ´ epT 1qq “ n
rounds. Hence, it remains to show that Waiter can indeed do so. However, before we study each
stage separately, let us observe the following:
Observation 5.3. Throughout Stages I and II, as long as Waiter can follow the proposed strategy,
it holds that
(i) |A| ě µ?n´ 2 and eCYW pAq “ 0,
(ii) dW px,Aq ď dCpxq for every x P fpSq.
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Proof. Property (i) is immediately clear. The inequality |A| ě µ?n´ 2 holds, since the strategy
for the mentioned stages is to force a copy of T 1 without wasting any move and since epT 1q “
epT1YT2q` |tuu1, ww1u| “ n´µ
?
n` 2. The equation eCYW pAq “ 0 holds, since Waiter always
only offers edges that intersect fpSq. For Property (ii), observe that dW px,Aq may only increase,
when x P fpSq (since eCYW pAq “ 0) and Waiter offers an edge between x and A. However,
when this happens in any of the Stages I and II, Waiter actually offers two edges between x and
A, which increases dCpxq by 1 at the same time. Hence, dW px,Aq cannot become larger than
dCpxq. 
In the following we check that Waiter always can follow the strategy without forfeiting the game.
Stage I: According to the strategy, Waiter needs to offer 2dT pvq ď 2n3 edges at v. She can easily
do so, since there exists n´ 1 edges to choose from.
Stage II: The vertex z, which is described in the strategy, exists because of our assumption that
x is an open vertex. Moreover, by Observation 5.3, we have dW px,Aq ď dCpxq ď dT pf´1pxqq ď
ε
?
n, which in turn means that at least |A| ´ ε?n ą µ?n ´ 2 ´ ε?n ą µ
2
?
n edges between x
and A are free. Hence there exist two free edges xa1 and xa2 as desired and Waiter can follow
the proposed strategy.
Stage III:When Waiter enters Stage III, she has successfully managed to force a copy of T 1. Let
A1 “ V pKnqzfpV pT1q Y V pT2qq and observe that eCYW pA1q “ 0 holds right at this moment. In-
deed, according to Observation 5.3 we have eCYW pAq “ 0. Moreover, eCYW ptfpu1q, fpw1qu, Aq “
0 holds, since in Stage II Waiter always chooses x different from fpu1q and fpw1q, which in turn
ensures that, once these vertices are embedded, Waiter never offers edges incident to those again.
For Stage III, Waiter now plays as follows. At first she considers a fake round which is not played
at all but where Waiter pretends that Client claimed the edge eC :“ fpu1qfpw1q. Afterwards,
she continues according to the strategy from Theorem 3.1 (with Kn replaced by KnrA1s – K|A1|),
which ensures that within |A1|`1 rounds there is a Hamilton cycle in Client’s graph on A1 which
contains the edge eC . Since the first round was a fake round, this actually means that, within
|A1| “ n´ epT 1q rounds, Waiter obtains a Hamilton path in A1 as desired.
Case B – Many leaf neighbours. Consider next the case when |NT pLq| ě µ
?
n holds. Then,
there exists a matching M0 of size at least µ
?
n which consists of edges that are incident to
leaves of T . Define the sets L0 :“ L X V pM0q, Di “ tw P V pT q : distT pv, wq “ iu, Dodd :“Ť
i odd Di and Deven :“
Ť
i‰0 even Di. By the Pigeonhole Principle we have that there is a set
Dgood P tDodd, Devenu such that Dgood X NT pL0q has size at least µ1
?
n with µ1 :“ µ{3. Let
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M 1 “ te P M0 : e XDgood ‰ ∅u, L1 “ L X V pM 1q and T 1 “ T ´ L1. By the choice of Dgood we
have that |M 1| ě µ1?n, v R V pM 1q and distT 1px, yq ě 2 for every x, y P NT pL1q.
In broad terms, Waiter’s strategy now is to first force a copy of T 1 (Stage I and II) and then to
force a copy of the matching M 1 (Stage III) in such a way that a copy of T is created within n
rounds. Throughout the game, she again maintains a set S and an S-partial embedding f of T
into Kn in order to represent the subgraph of T which currently is isomorphic to Client’s graph.
Initially, set S “ tvu and fpvq “ p for an arbitrary p P V pKnq. Additionally, at any moment in
the game we define S 1 :“ S XNT pL1q.
Stage I: This stage lasts for dT 1pvq “ dT pvq rounds in which Waiter closes the vertex v w.r.t. T 1.
Each round is played as follows:
First, Waiter fixes an arbitrary vertex t P NT 1pvqzS. Waiter then offers two edges pa1, pa2 such
that both edges are free and a1, a2 P A. By symmetry, assume that Client chooses the edge pa1.
Then Waiter updates A, S and f by removing a1 from A, adding t to S and setting fptq :“ a1.
Stage II: This stage lasts epT 1q ´ dT 1pvq rounds in which it is Waiter’s goal to create a V pT 1q-
partial embedding, while also taking care of the distribution of Waiter’s edges between the open
and the available vertices. For each round, she plays as follows:
If S “ V pT 1q then Waiter proceeds to Stage III. Otherwise, Waiter considers the following case
distinction:
Case 1. Let there be two vertices u1, u2 P OT 1, and let t1 “ f´1pu1q and t2 “ f´1pu2q.
By assumption, there exist vertices z1, z2 P V pT 1qzS such that t1z1, t2z2 P EpT 1q. Waiter
then picks any vertex a P A such that au1 and au2 are free, where she prefers vertices
satisfying dW pa, fpS 1qq ě 1, and offers au1 and au2 to Client. By symmetry we may
assume that Client chooses au1. Then Waiter updates A, S and f by removing a from
A, adding z1 to S and setting fpz1q :“ a .
Case 2. Let there be only one vertex u P OT 1 , but assume that u R fpS 1q. Let t “ f´1puq.
By assumption, there exists a vertex z P V pT 1qzS such that tz P EpT 1q. Waiter then
picks any vertices a1, a2 P A such that a1u and a2u are free, where she prefers vertices
satisfying dW pai, fpS 1qq ě 1, and offers these two edges to Client. By symmetry we may
assume that Client chooses a1u. Then Waiter updates A, S and f by removing a1 from
A, adding z to S and setting fpzq :“ a1.
Case 3. Let there be only one vertex u P OT 1, and moreover assume that u P fpS 1q.
Let t “ f´1puq. By assumption, there exists a vertex z P V pT 1qzS such that tz P EpT 1q,
and among such vertices we choose z such that dT 1pzq is maximal. Waiter then picks
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any vertices a3, a4 P A such that a3u and a4u are free and such that dW pa3, fpS 1qq “
dW pa4, fpS 1qq “ 0, and offers these two edges to Client. By symmetry we may assume
that Client chooses a3u. Then Waiter updates A, S and f by removing a3 from A, adding
z to S and setting fpzq :“ a3.
Afterwards, Waiter repeats Stage II.
Stage III: When Waiter enters Stage III, Client’s graph is a copy of the subgraph T 1. Within
epM 1q`1 rounds, Waiter now forces a perfect matching between V pKnqzfpV pT 1qq and fpNT pL1qq.
The details of how Waiter can do this are given later in the strategy discussion.
Strategy Discussion: It is obvious that, if Waiter can follow the given strategy without
forfeiting the game, she forces a copy of T within at most dT pvq ` epT 1q ´ dT pvq ` epM 1q ` 1 “
epT q ` 1 “ n rounds. Hence, it remains to show that Waiter can indeed do so. To this end,
we define a vertex u to be a stopping vertex if u P fpSq and if for the vertex t “ f´1puq the
following holds: for every y P NT 1ptqzS we have dT 1pyq “ 1. We first observe the following which
will help us later to show that Waiter can follow the proposed strategy.
Observation 5.4. Throughout Stages I and II, as long as Waiter can follow the proposed strategy,
it holds that
(i) |A| ě µ1?n´ 2 and eCYW pAq “ 0,
(ii) dW px,Aq ď dCpxq for every x P fpSq, and
(iii) dW px, fpS 1qq ď 1 for every x P A.
(iv) Assume that so far OT 1 did not consist solely of a stopping vertex. Then eW pfpS 1q, Aq ď
ε
?
n ` 1 holds and moreover, if eW pfpS 1q, Aq “ ε
?
n ` 1 holds at the end of any round,
then at the end of the following round it holds that eW pfpS 1q, Aq ď ε
?
n.
Proof. Property (i) is proven analogously to Property (i) from Observation 5.3.
For Property (ii), observe that dW px,Aq may only increase, when x P fpSq (since eCYW pAq “ 0)
and Waiter offers an edge between x and a vertex a P A. If the latter happens in Case 1 of
Stage II (with x being one of the vertices u1 and u2), then the vertex a is removed from A by
the update for that case and hence, dW px,Aq does not increase at all. Otherwise, in Stage I or
in Case 2 or Case 3 of Stage II, Waiter actually offers two edges between x and A, which makes
dCpxq increase by 1 at the same time. Hence, dW px,Aq cannot become larger than dCpxq.
Let us consider (iii) then. In Stage I, Waiter does not claim any edges between A and fpS 1q,
since v R NT pL1q. Hence, dW px, fpS 1qq “ 0 holds for every x P A at the end of Stage I. We
now proceed by induction, looking at any round in Stage II. In Case 1, Waiter w.l.o.g. gets the
edge au2 with u2 P fpSq and a P A, but then a is moved from the set A to the set fpSq (and
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hence maybe to the set fpS 1q) by the update of that case. However, since eW pa, Aq “ 0 holds
by Property (i) for the previous round, we conclude that dW px, fpS 1qq stays unchanged for every
x which remains in the set A. In Case 2 or Case 3 of Stage II, Waiter w.l.o.g. gets the edge
ua2 or ua4 with u P fpSq, Client gets the edge ua1 or ua3, while ai P A for every i P r4s, and
then a1 or a3 is moved from the set A to the set fpSq (and hence maybe to the set fpS 1q) by
the update of that case. But then, in Case 2, since eW pa1, Aq “ 0 holds by Property (i) for the
previous round and since u R fpS 1q by assumption of that case, we conclude that dW px, fpS 1qq
does not increase for any x which remains in the set A. Moreover, in Case 3, since eW pa3, Aq “ 0
holds analogously and dW pa4, fpS 1qq “ 0 was true at the end of the previous round (by the
choice of a4 in that case), we conclude that after following Case 3 we have dW pa4, fpS 1qq “ 1
and dW px, fpS 1qq does not increase for any x ‰ a4 which remains in the set A. Hence, in either
case, the degrees dW px, fpS 1qq never exceed 1 for the vertices x P A.
It remains to verify Property (iv). By the discussion above for Property (iii) we see that
eW pfpS 1q, Aq can only increase in Case 3 of Stage II, and if it does then it increases by exactly 1.
Hence, it is enough to show that if eW pfpS 1q, Aq “ ε
?
n` 1 holds at the end of any round r and
if at this moment OT 1 still does not solely consist of a stopping vertex, then eW pfpS 1q, Aq ď ε
?
n
will hold at the end of round r ` 1. So, assume the mentioned conditions hold. Then, round
r was played according to Case 3 of Stage II. That is, at the beginning of round r there was
only one vertex u P fpSq which was open w.r.t. T 1, and moreover u P fpS 1q. By assumption the
vertex u was not a stopping vertex. That is, for t “ f´1puq we could find a vertex y P NT 1ptqzS
such that dT 1pyq ě 2. In round r, Waiter played according to Case 3 of Stage II, thus the vertex
z (for the strategy described in Case 3) with tz P EpT 1q was chosen such that dT 1pzq ě 2. Waiter
then fixed vertices a3, a4 P A such that a3u and a4u were free and she offered these two edges to
Client. By symmetry, we may assume that Client chose a3u and the other edge a4u was added
to Waiter’s graph. Then Waiter updated A, S and f by removing a3 from A, adding z to S
and setting fpzq “ a3. Using that dT 1pzq ě 2, we conclude that a3 needs to be open w.r.t. T 1
at the end of round r. Moreover, using Property (i), we also get that dW pa3, Aq “ 0 holds at
this moment. For round r` 1, two possible cases may occur now. The first case is that u is still
an open vertex w.r.t. T 1 at the beginning of round r ` 1. Then this round is played according
to Case 1 with tu1, u2u “ tu, a3u. If Waiter can follow the strategy, we already know from the
discussion of Property (iii) that dW px, fpS 1qq stays unchanged for every x which remains in the
set A. However, by the strategy of Case 1, it also happens that Waiter picks some vertex a P A
with dW pa, fpS 1qq ě 1 such that u1a and u2a are free. Note that such a vertex a exists since
by Property (iii) and under assumption of eW pfpS 1q, Aq “ ε
?
n` 1 there exist ε?n` 1 vertices
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a P A with dW pa, fpS 1qq ě 1, while
dW pu,Aq ` dW pa3, Aq
(ii)ď dCpuq ` 0 ď dT pf´1puqq ď ε
?
n .
At the end of round r`1 the vertex a gets removed from A, and hence eW pA, fpS 1qq gets reduced
by dW pa, fpS 1qq ě 1.
The second case is that u is not an open vertex w.r.t. T 1 at the beginning of round r ` 1, and
hence a3 is the only open vertex w.r.t. T
1 at that point. Since t “ f´1puq P NT pL1q holds and
tz P EpT 1q holds for the vertex z “ f´1pa3q we know that z R NT pL1q by the choice of M 1
and L1. Hence a3 R fpS 1q and thus, in round r ` 1, Waiter plays according to Case 2 (with
u :“ a3). That is, Waiter then offers two edges a1a3 and a2a3 such that a1, a2 P A and such that
dW pai, fpS 1qq ě 1 holds for i P r2s (which is possible since dW pa3, Aq “ 0 and since there exist
ε
?
n`1 vertices a P A with dW pa, fpS 1qq ě 1). By symmetry we may assume that Client chooses
a1a3. Then a1 gets removed from A by the update of that case, making sure that eW pA, fpS 1qq
gets reduced by dW pa1, fpS 1qq ě 1. 
With Observation 5.4 in hand, we can check easily that Waiter can follow the proposed strategy
without forfeiting the game.
Stage I: According to the strategy, Waiter needs to offer 2dT pvq ď 2n3 edges at v. She can easily
do so, since there exists n´ 1 edges to choose from.
Stage II: Assume Waiter needs to make a move according to Stage II, but she could follow her
strategy in all the previous rounds. Further, let us assume first that OT 1 does not solely consist
of a stopping vertex yet. In Case 1, when there exists u1, u2 P OT 1, we know that
dW pu1, Aq ` dW pu2, Aq
(ii)ď dCpu1q ` dCpu2q ď dT 1pf´1pu1qq ` dT 1pf´1pu2qq ď 2ε
?
n ă |A| ,
where the last inequality uses Property (i) and ε ă µ
20
ă µ1
6
. Hence, Waiter can find a vertex
a P A such that u1a and u2a are free edges, and hence she can follow her strategy in that case.
In Case 2 and Case 3, when there exists a unique vertex u P OT 1 which is not a stopping vertex,
we similarly obtain that dW pu,Aq ` eW pA, fpS 1qq ă |A| ´ 2 by Properties (i)–(iv), and hence
Waiter can find vertices a1, a2 or a3, a4 as required to follow the strategy.
Now let us assume that at some point OT 1 solely exists of a stopping vertex u. Then, in order
to finish with Stage II, only the vertex u needs to get closed w.r.t. T 1. As this takes at most
dT 1pf´1puqq ď ε
?
n rounds played according to Case 2 or Case 3, while the Properties (ii) and (iv)
were true before that point, we know that until the end of Stage II, eW pfpS 1q, Aq and dW pu,Aq
cannot exceed 2ε
?
n` 1. But then, observing analogously that
dW pu,Aq ` eW pfpS 1q, Aq ă 2p2ε
?
n` 1q ă |A| ´ 2 ,
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it follows that Waiter can find vertices a1, a2 or a3, a4 as desired by her strategy.
Stage III: When Waiter enters Stage III, Client’s graph is a copy of the subgraph T 1. The
sets A :“ V pKnqzfpV pT 1qq and B :“ fpS 1q “ fpNT pL1qq both have size at least µ1
?
n “ epM 1q.
Moreover eW pA,Bq ă 2ε
?
n holds, as explained in the discussion of Stage II, and eCpA,Bq “ 0.
Following the strategy given for Theorem 2.1, Waiter can force a perfect matching between A
and B within epM 1q ` 1 rounds. 
Having Theorem 5.2 in hands, we are now able to prove Theorem 1.11 and Theorem 1.12.
Proof of Theorem 1.11. Let n be large enough, and let T be any tree on n vertices and with
maximum degree at most ε
?
n. The upper bound τWCpFT , 1q ď n follows from Theorem 5.2;
the lower bound τWCpFT , 1q ě n ´ 1 trivially holds since epT q “ n´ 1.
If T is a path on n vertices, then τWCpFT , 1q “ n ´ 1. Indeed, in the strategy given for
Theorem 3.1, Waiter forces a Hamilton path in the first round of Stage III, which is the pn´1qst
round in the game. This shows that the lower bound in Theorem 1.11 is tight.
If T is a tree obtained from a path on n ´ 4 vertices by connecting two further vertices to each
of its endpoints, then τWCpFT , 1q “ n. Indeed, if Waiter would want to force a copy of T within
n rounds, then for some edge e P EpT q she would need to force a copy of T ´ e within n ´ 2
rounds. However, since a unique edge extends this copy of T ´e to a copy of T , Client can easily
prevent the copy of T in round n´ 1, because Waiter needs to offer two edges. This shows that
the upper bound is tight. l
Proof of Theorem 1.12. Let T be any tree on k vertices, and let H by a T -factor on n vertices
with k|n. Then τWCpFn,T´fac, 1q ě epHq “ k´1k n. In order to prove the upper bound on
τWCpFn,T´fac, 1q, let H 1 by an arbitrary tree on n1 “ n` 1 vertices, obtained from H by adding
one further vertex v1 and adding exactly one edge between v1 and each copy of T in H . Waiter
then pretends to play on Kn1 Ą Kn with V pKn1qzV pKnq “ tp1u. She plays according to the
strategy given for Theorem 5.2 (with v :“ v1 and p :“ p1), and whenever this strategy makes
her offer two edges incident to p1, she only pretends to play that round. This way, she forces a
copy of H “ H 1 ´ v1 in the game on Kn, wasting at most one round, and hence she wins within
k´1
k
n ` 1 rounds.
For the tightness of both bounds, we can use the same trees as in the proof of Theorem 1.11.
For large enough k, if T is a path on k vertices and H is a T -factor, Waiter can win within k´1
k
n.
Before the game starts, she just splits the vertex set into n
k
sets of size k, and then on each of
these parts she forces a Hamilton path without wasting a move. On the other hand, if T is a
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tree obtained from a path on k ´ 4 vertices by connecting two further vertices to each of its
endpoints, then analogously to the proof of Theorem 1.11 we get τWCpFn,T´fac, 1q “ k´1k n ` 1.
l
6. Unbiased triangle factor game
In this section we give the proof of Theorem 1.13. However, before doing so, let us first prove
the following lemma.
Lemma 6.1. Consider an unbiased Waiter-Client game on K12, and fix any two vertices u, v P
V pK12q. Then Waiter has a strategy that, within 7 moves, forces Client to create 2 vertex disjoint
triangles with the following additional properties:
(1) Both u and v are in the two triangles.
(2) All edges within the set of 6 vertices, that are not in a triangle, and the edge uv have not
been offered.
Proof. Throughout the proof we will often use the fact, that Waiter can offer two edges from
the same vertex to two new vertices. Then, by symmetry, Client’s choice does not affect the
rest of Waiter’s strategy. First Waiter forces Client to create two vertex disjoint cherries rooted
at u and v respectively, which she can do by the above remark and since we have 12 vertices in
total. Note that this leaves four other vertices connected to either u or v by an edge of Waiter.
Suppose Client’s graph now has the edge set tub1, ub2, vb3, vb4u. Next, Waiter offers b1b2 and
b3b4, forcing Client to close a triangle. Without loss of generality, we may assume that Client
chooses b1b2, closing a triangle containing u. Afterwards, Waiter forces Client to take an edge
incident to v, say vw, by offering two edges from v to new vertices, and finally she offers the
edges wb3 and wb4, forcing Client to close a second triangle which this time contains v. Note
that both of the claimed properties are satisfied. 
Proof of Theorem 1.13.
For the lower bound on τWCpFn,K3´fac, 1q we may provide a Client’s strategy. Throughout the
game Client will maintain a set of marked vertices M Ă V , which is initially empty. Moreover,
we consider the sets Xv :“ txy : xv, vy P EpCqu for every v P V pKnq and the set X “
Ť
vXv
which consists of those edges which would close a triangle in Client’s graph. In the following we
describe Client’s strategy.
In any round of the game suppose that Waiter offers two edges x1y1 and x2y2 to Client. Then
Client chooses his edge according to the following case distinction.
Case 1: Suppose at least one of the offered edges belongs to EpKnqzX. Then Client
arbitrarily chooses such an edge.
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Case 2: Suppose otherwise that there exist z1, z2 P V pKnq such that x1y1 P Xz1 and
x2y2 P Xz2. Client then considers three subcases:
(a) If z1 RM , Client chooses the edge x2y2 and adds z1 to the set M .
(b) Otherwise, if z2 RM , Client chooses the edge x1y1 and adds z2 to the set M .
(c) Otherwise, if z1, z2 PM , then Client chooses his edge arbitrarily.
It is obvious that Client can always follow the proposed strategy. Hence, it remains to show that
it prevents a triangle factor for at least 13
12
n rounds. We start with the following observation.
Observation 6.2. At the end of the game, let T “ tt1, . . . , tn
3
u be a triangle factor in C and
let U “ tt P T : tXM “ ∅u be the set of triangles, for which all three vertices are not marked.
Then the following properties hold:
(a) @m PM we have dCpmq ě 3.
(b) |M | ě |U |.
Proof. To show (a), fix a vertex m P M and consider the turn in which Client added m to M .
Then, according to Case 2 of the given strategy, at that point of time Client was offered an edge
xy with xm,my P EpCq, but did not add this edge to his graph, i.e. the triple tm, x, yu does not
form a triangle in C. However, since m needs to be in a triangle, dCpmq ě 3 follows. For (b),
fix a triangle t P U and consider the turn in which Client completed this triangle. Then Client
must have played according to Case 2(a) or Case 2(b), i.e. a case in which Client adds a vertex
to M . Hence, |M | ě |U | follows immediately. 
Suppose that a triangle factor T “ tt1, . . . , tn
3
u is created in Client’s graph. In order to conclude
that at least 13
12
n rounds have been played, we consider two cases. Assume first that right at this
moment |U | ě n
6
. Then
2|EpCq| “
ÿ
vPV
dCpvq “
ÿ
vPM
dCpvq `
ÿ
vPV zM
dCpvq
ě 3 ¨ |M | ` 2 ¨ |V zM | “ |M | ` 2 ¨ |V | ě n
6
` 2n “ 13n
6
where the first inequality follows from Observation 6.2(a) and since every vertex belongs to a
triangle, and the second inequality follows from Observation 6.2(b). Assume |U | ă n
6
next, then
2|EpCq| “
ÿ
vPV
dCpvq “
ÿ
tPT
ÿ
vPt
dCpvq ě 6 ¨ |U | ` 7 ¨ pn
3
´ |U |q ą 7n
3
´ n
6
“ 13n
6
where the first inequality follows from Observation 6.2(a). In any case, we obtain |EpCq| ě 13
12
n.
For the upper bound on τWCpFn,K3´fac, 1q we may provide a Waiter’s strategy. For this, let
n0 be an even integer such that Waiter has a strategy to force a copy of K48 in the unbiased
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Waiter-Client game on Kn0 . Such an integer exists by [2]. Now, playing on Kn, fix any set of
vertices W Ă V pKnq with |W | “ n0. In the following we describe Waiter’s strategy. If at any
point during the game, Waiter is unable to follow the strategy, she forfeits the game. (We will
later see that this does not happen.) Waiter’s strategy consists of the following three stages:
Stage I: Playing on KnrW s only, Waiter forces Client to create a clique of size 48.
Stage II:WhenWaiter enters Stage II, there exists a setK ĂW of size 48 such that CrKs – K48.
Let S “W zK and T “ V zW . Waiter will force Client to create a large family of vertex disjoint
triangles and she will update S and T by always removing the vertices of these triangles. As
long as |T | ě 12, she plays in sequences of at most 7 moves as follows:
Waiter first arbitrarily chooses 12 vertices in SY T , where she chooses exactly 2 vertices from S
if S ‰ ∅. Among these 12 vertices she fixes two vertices u, v, with u, v P S if S ‰ ∅, and then
she plays according to the strategy from Lemma 6.1 on these 12 vertices. By this, two triangles
are forced in Client’s graph. Waiter then removes the vertices which belong to these triangles
from S and T , respectively.
Stage III: When Waiter enters Stage III, we have |T | ă 12. Then for each of the vertices v P T
Waiter picks pairwise disjoint sets Kv of four vertices in K and offers the edges from EKnpv,Kvq
in pairs.
It is clear that, if Waiter can follow the proposed strategy without forfeiting the game, she forces
a triangle factor within at most
`
n0
2
˘` 7
6
n` 2 ¨ 12 “ 7
6
n`Op1q rounds. Therefore, it remains to
verify that Waiter indeed can follow the proposed strategy.
Strategy discussion: The strategy in Stage I can be followed by the choice of n0. Note that
when Stage I is over, no edges from EKnpT, S Y T q have been offered yet.
For Stage II assume that, before Waiter plays a sequence of moves as described in the strategy,
it is still true that all edges in EKnpT, S Y T q are free. It then follows from Lemma 6.1 that
Waiter can play her next moves according to the strategy of Stage II. Just note that in the case
when S ‰ ∅ it may happen that uv P EKnpSq has already been offered before; but this does
not cause any problem, since for Lemma 6.1 Waiter does not need to offer uv at all. Finally
also note that, when the two triangles are created, by (2) from Lemma 6.1 and by the update
in Stage II it follows that EKnpT, S Y T q again consists only of free edges. Hence, Waiter can
repeatedly apply Lemma 6.1 and follow the strategy for Stage II.
Afterwards, when Waiter enters Stage III, it holds that S “ ∅ and |T | ă 12. Since EKnpK, T q
consists solely of free edges at this point, Waiter can offer edges as desired. l
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7. Biased games
In the proof of Theorem 1.4 and Theorem 1.7 we will make use of the following result due to
Bednarska-Bzde¸ga, Hefetz, Krivelevich and Łuczak [4].
Theorem 7.1 (Theorem 1.4(ii) in [4]). There exists a positive constant c P p0, 1q and an integer
n0 such that the following holds. If n ě n0 and b ď cn, then playing a b-biased Waiter-Client
game on EpKnq, Waiter has a strategy to force a spanning pancyclic graph.
We start with the proof of Theorem 1.7.
Proof of Theorem 1.7. Let c and n0 be given according to Theorem 7.1. We set
C0 “ 100maxtc´1, n0u, δ0 “ 0.1c, δ “ 0.01mintδ0, C´10 u, C “ C0δ´1. (7.1)
We let b ď δn from now on and, whenever necessary, we will assume n to be large enough.
In the following we will describe a strategy for Waiter in the b-biased Waiter-Client game on
Kn, and afterwards we will show that it is a strategy with which Waiter forces a Hamilton cycle
within at most n`Cb rounds. Whenever Waiter is not able to follow the proposed strategy, she
forfeits the game. (We will show later that this does not happen.) The strategy is split into five
stages.
Stage I: Within n ´ C0b ´ 1 rounds, Waiter forces a path P “ pa1, . . . , an´C0bq on n ´ C0b
vertices according to the following rule:
Initially set P “ ta1u for an arbitrary vertex a1 P V pKnq. Assume after i ´ 1 rounds Waiter
has already forced a path P “ pa1, . . . , aiq on i vertices. Then in round i Waiter selects b ` 1
vertices x1, . . . , xb`1 from V zV pP q which have the smallest degree in her graph. Then she offers
the edges {aixj : j P rb` 1su to Client, of which he needs to pick one. Waiter updates the path
such that P “ pa1, . . . , ai`1q with ai`1 :“ xj .
Once P has reached length n´ C0b´ 1, Waiter proceeds with Stage II.
Stage II: Let P denote the path that Client claims at the end of Stage I. Let R “ V zV pP q then.
Playing only on KnrRs, within at most Cb rounds, Waiter forces a Hamilton cycle of KnrRs.
The details of how she can do this, can be found later in the strategy discussion. Afterwards,
Waiter proceeds with Stage III.
Stage III: This stage lasts 1 round. Let P “ pa1, . . . , an´C0bq be the path from Stage I and
let H be the Hamilton cycle from Stage II. Waiter now picks b` 1 vertices x1, . . . , xb`1 P V pHq
such that a1xj is free for every j P rb` 1s. Then she offers all these b` 1 edges.
Afterwards, Client needs to pick one of the edges a1xj . From then on, set x˜ “ xj and let x be
one of the neighbours of xj on H . Next, Waiter proceeds with Stage IV.
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Stage IV: This stage lasts exactly b rounds in which Waiter forces a few Hamilton paths on
V pKnqzR using Pósa rotations [29].
More precisely, let P0 “ P “ pa1, . . . , an´C0bq be the path from Stage I. Set v0 “ an´C0b. By
playing on KnrV pP0qs only, for i P rbs Waiter will ensure that immediately after the ith round in
Stage IV Client’s graph contains a path Pi such that the following properties hold:
(P 1) V pPiq “ V pP0q,
(P 2) Pi has endpoints a1 and vi P V ztv0, . . . , vi´1u,
(P 3) vix is free.
The details of how Waiter can do this can be found later in the strategy discussion. Afterwards,
Waiter proceeds with Stage V.
Stage V: Within one round, Waiter forces Client’s graph to contain a Hamilton cycle of Kn.
The details of how she can do this can be found later in the strategy discussion.
If Waiter can follow the proposed strategy without forfeiting the game, then it is obvious that
she forces a Hamilton cycle within at most pn ´ C0b ´ 1q ` Cb ` 1 ` b ` 1 ă n ` Cb rounds.
Therefore, it remains to prove that Waiter indeed can always follow the proposed strategy.
Strategy discussion:
Stage I: Consider the round i P rn´C0b´ 1s in Stage I. By then Waiter already forced a path
P “ pa1, . . . , aiq. Since in the previous rounds Waiter only offered edges which are incident to
at least one of the vertices aj with j ă i, we know that before Waiter’s ith turn all the edges
between ai and V zV pP q are free. Moreover, since |V zV pP q| ě C0b, Waiter can easily find and
offer b` 1 edges as required by the strategy.
Stage II: Let P “ pa1, . . . , an´C0bq denote the path which Waiter has forced at the end of
Stage I. Since so far she only offered edges which are incident to at least one of the vertices aj
with j ă n ´ C0b, we know that at the beginning of Stage II all the edges inside R “ V zV pP q
are still free. Let n˜ :“ |R| “ C0b and, using (7.1), observe that b “ C´10 n˜ ă cn˜ and n˜ ą n0.
According to Theorem 7.1, Waiter has a strategy for playing a pb˜ : 1q game on KnrRs with bias
b˜ “ cn˜ in such a way that Client is forced to get a pancyclic graph. Thus, following that strategy
with bias b ă b˜ (by pretending to add b˜´ b extra edges to Waiter’s graph in each round), Waiter
can force a Hamilton cycle on R within at mostS `
|R|
2
˘
b˜` 1
W
ă |R|
2
b˜
“ n˜ ¨ C0b
cn˜
“ C0c´1b
p7.1qă Cb
rounds, as promised in the strategy description.
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Stage III: When Waiter enters Stage III, it holds that dCYW pa1q “ b` 1, since only in the very
first rounds she offered edges incident to a1. The number of available edges between a1 and R
is at least |R| ´ dCYW pa1q “ C0b´ pb` 1q ą b` 1 by the choice of C0. Hence, Waiter can offer
edges as required for this stage of the proposed strategy.
Stage IV: Before we will show that Waiter can follow Stage IV, let us first observe that none
of the vertices has a too large degree by now.
Observation 7.2. At the beginning of Stage IV it holds that dCYW pv, V pP0qq ă δ0n for every
vertex v P V pKnq.
Proof. When Waiter forces the path P in Stage I, she always prefers to offer edges from the
current endpoint ai to the vertices of smallest Waiter-degree in V zV pP q. This way she makes
sure that the Waiter-degrees among the vertices in V zV pP q differ by at most 1 throughout
Stage I. Now, Stage I lasts n ´ Cb ´ 1 rounds, and thus epW q ď npb ` 1q holds throughout
Stage I. In particular, all vertices v P V zV pP q then satisfy
dCYW pvq ă
R
2epW q
|V zV pP q|
V
ă 2npb` 1q
C0b
p7.1qă 0.5δ0n .
Now consider the beginning of Stage IV. It holds that dCYW pa1q “ 2pb`2q ă 3δn ă 0.1δ0n, since
there were only two rounds in which Waiter offered edges at a1. For every vertex v P V pP qzta1u
we then have dCYW pvq ă 0.5δ0n ` pb ` 1q ă δ0n, since after v was added to P there was only
one round in which Waiter offered edges incident to v. Moreover, for every remaining vertex v
(i.e. v P R), we have dCYW pv, V pP0qq ă 0.5δ0n ` 1 ă δ0n since these vertices belong to V zV pP q
at the end of Stage I and since afterwards, until the end of Stage III, the edge va1 may be the
only edge between v and V pP q that got offered. This proves the observation. 
Having the observation in hands, we now show howWaiter can force the desired paths in Stage IV.
We will do it in such a way that the Properties (P 1)–(P 3) hold as well as the following property:
(Q 1) dCYW pv, V pPiqq ă δ0n` i for every v P V pPiqztv0, . . . , vi´1u.
We proceed by induction on i. For i “ 0 the path P0 “ P from Stage I trivially satisfies (P 1)
and (P 2). Property (Q 1) follows by Observation 7.2. Moreover, Property (P 3) holds by the
following reason: In Stage I every offered edge is incident to at least one of the vertices in
V pP0qztv0u, in Stage II every edge is disjoint from V pP0q and in Stage III every edge is incident
to a1 R tv0, xu. Thus, v0x has not been offered yet.
So, let i ą 0 then. Let Pi´1 be the path given by induction and consider the ith move in
Stage IV. For every vertex v P V pPi´1qztvi´1u denote with v` the unique neighbour of v in Pi´1
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with distPi´1pv`, vi´1q “ distPi´1pv, vi´1q ´ 1. Set
B1 :“
 
y P V pPi´1q : y`x P C YW
(
,
B2 :“
 
y P V pPi´1q : y` “ vj for some j ă i
(
,
B3 :“ ty P V pPi´1q : yvi´1 P C YW u .
By Observation 7.2 and since in Stage IV Waiter only offers edges in V pP0q, we obtain |B1| ă δ0n.
Since i ď b, we have |B2| ď i ď b ă δ0n. Using Property (Q 1) we get |B3| ă δ0n ` i ď 2δ0n.
Hence, also using (7.1), we conclude
|V pP0qzpB1 YB2 YB3q| ě n ´ C0b´ 4δ0n ě n ´ C0δn´ 4δ0n ě n´ 0.01n´ 0.4n
ě b` 1
provided n is large enough. Waiter’s strategy now is to offer b`1 edges of the form yvi´1 with y P
V pP0qzpB1YB2YB3q, which is possible since y R B3 implies that yvi´1 is free. Client then needs to
claim one of these edges; by abuse of notation denote this edge with yvi´1. Let vi “ y` then, and
let Pi be the path induced by pEpPi´1qq Y tyvi´1uqztyy`u. Property (P 1) is trivially satisfied.
Moreover, Pi has endpoints a1 and y
` “ vi and, since y R B2, Property (P 2) holds as well.
Property (P 3) is guaranteed as y R B3. For Property (Q 1) observe the following: In her ith move
of Stage IV, Waiter only offers edges incident to vi´1. Thus, the degrees dCYW pv, V pPi´1qq “
dCYW pv, V pPiqq can increase at most by 1 for every v ‰ vi´1.
Stage V: Let v0, . . . , vb be the distinct endpoints of the paths P0, . . . , Pb from Stage IV. Each of
the b`1 edges vix with 0 ď i ď b is free, and hence Waiter can offer those in her next move. Let
vjx be the edge claimed by Client afterwards, and let f “ a1x˜ be the edge which Client claimed
in Stage III. Then
pEpPjq Y EpHq Y tf, vjxuqztxx˜u
is a Hamilton cycle of Kn which is fully claimed by Client. 
Finally, we proceed with the proof of Theorem 1.4.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Creating a perfect matching, under assumption of Theorem 7.1, is rather
straightforward. Let δ0, δ, C0 and C be defined as in the previous proof. For roughly 0.5pn´C0bq
rounds, Waiter can force a large matching, by playing according to Stage I from the previous
proof, where a long path was created, and just faking every second move (i.e. pretending to make
the move, but not playing at all). Then, as in Stage II of the previous proof, she forces a Hamilton
cycle on the remaining vertices within Cb rounds, thus a perfect matching is created. 
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8. Concluding remarks
Winning as fast as possible. As already mentioned in the introduction, there are quite a few
games which Waiter win (almost) perfectly fast. Also, for almost every game that we considered
in our paper, we were able to prove that Waiter can win it at least asymptotically fast. On
the other hand, for the triangle factor game we know that it is not won asymptotically fast.
We believe that the upper bound in Theorem 1.13 is asymptotically tight and hence pose the
following conjecture.
Conjecture 8.1. It holds that τWCpFn,K3´fac, 1q “ 76n ` opnq.
Another game to consider is the minimum degree k game Dn,k played on Kn, in which the
winning sets consist of all spanning subgraphs H with δpHq ě k. In this paper we considered
the unbiased and biased version of the perfect matching and Hamiltonicity game, which covers
the minimum degree 1 and minimum degree 2 games. We also have an argument that would
show that Waiter can win the unbiased game with winning sets Dn,k within
kn
2
` Op1q rounds.
We wonder whether this can be improved as follows:
Problem 8.2. For k ą 2, show that τWCpDn,k, 1q “ tkn2 u` 1. Moreover, determine τWCpDn,k, bq
asymptotically when b ą 1.
Note that Maker can win the unbiased Maker-Breaker version of the game Dn,k within at most
tkn
2
u`1 rounds, as shown by Ferber and Hefetz in [12], therefore we are curious to know whether
this holds in the Waiter-Client setup as well.
Finally, one could look at the k-clique factor game for k ě 3. The triangle factor game considered
in this paper covers the case k “ 3, but it is still unknown what happens for k ą 3.
Problem 8.3. Find non-trivial upper and lower bounds for τWCpFn,Kk´fac, 1q when k ą 3.
Lastly, all the games we considered in this paper are examples showing that Waiter can win
(asymptotically) at least as fast as Maker. We wonder whether this is always the case.
Question 8.4. Does there exist some family F of winning sets such that τMBpF , 1q ă τWCpF , 1q?
Further questions involving trees. In Section 5 we found a fast winning strategy for Waiter
in the case where she wants to force a copy of a given spanning tree that fulfills some maximum
degree condition. It would be interesting to see if it is possible to relax this condition when we
do not intend to win fast.
Problem 8.5. For trees T on n vertices, how large can ∆pT q be such that Waiter has a strategy
in the game with winning sets FT on Kn?
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Another question to think about would be the biased version of this game, when the bias depends
on n.
Problem 8.6. Determine τWCpFT , bq asymptotically when b ą 1.
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